
DINING TABLETOPS
    

LURUS               

KALI               

SLAB              

- Kali is our signature top made with hand-selected and 
artistically matched solid wood boards that are assembled 
with finger joints. These tops are 1.6 in thick and come in 
standard sizes.
- “Kali” means “river” in Indonesian, which is interpreted as 
flowing live edges. Each top is as unique as the grain of 
the wood from the trees and one of a kind natural edges.
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60 X 32 | seats 4-6

Standard Sizes,  Inches

SlabLurusKali

48 X 30 | seats 4

72 X 36 | seats 6
84 X 39 | seats 6-8

96 X 39 | seats 8-10
120 X 39 | seats 10-12

120 X 42 | seats 10-12

- Lurus tops are made like Kali tops but feature straight 
edges. They are 1.6 in thick and come in standard sizes.

- Our tops are made from solid hard woods with clear finish. 
They come in three main styles, Kali, Lurus and Slab.
- All wood is sustainably sourced from local plantations. 
All products are hand made in Central Java, Indonesia.

- Slab tops are our most luxurious option. Each is made 
from a large slice from the tree.
- Some slabs may feature butterfly inlays to stabilize edges. 
Some are made from joined halves to offer wider surface. 
We consciously preserve crevices, knots and natural openings 
on the slabs whenever possible as they make each top 
unique. Larger opening may be filled with clear resin.
- Each slab is one of a kind in shape and size. Not all wood 
species grow large enough to produce a slab. Slab tops 
are about 2 in thick. Inquire to see our current stock.
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WOOD FINISHES 2022

Teak Pitch
(TP)

Teak Clear Matte Oil
(TA)

Teak Tinted
(TT)

Teak Natural
(TN)

Reclaimed Teak
Matte (XS)

Reclaimed Teak
Clear Matte Oil (XA)

Tali Natural
(LN)

Weru Natural
(UN)

Mango Oxidized
(G3)

Mango Mist
(G6)

Mango Natural
(GN)

Mango Bleached
(G2)


